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PACS. 75.10.Jm – Quantized spin models.

PACS. 75.30.-m – Intrinsic properties of magnetically ordered materials.

PACS. 71.20.-b – Electron density of states and band structure of crystalline solids.

Abstract. – Inelastic neutron scattering, susceptibility, and high-field magnetization identify
LiCuVO4 as a nearest-neighbour ferromagnetic, next-nearest-neighbour frustrated, quasi–one-
dimensional helimagnet, which is largely influenced by quantum fluctuations. Complementary
band structure calculations provide a microscopic model with the correct sign and magnitude
of the major exchange integrals.

Geometrically frustrated spin-12 systems display a rich variety of exotic ground states, re-
flected in gapped or gapless, discrete and/or continuous excitation spectra, and often lack a
classical analogue [1]. Even in the perhaps most simple frustration model, the purely one-
dimensional (1D) Heisenberg model with competing nearest, J1, and next-nearest neighbour
interactions, J2, the ground state phase diagram is complex and remarkably different from
the classical case. This model is identical to the zigzag chain with leg exchange J2 and
rung (zigzag) exchange J1. Theoretical work has been focused on the subspace with antifer-
romagnetic nearest (nn) and next-nearest neighbour (nnn) interactions, where a dimerized
gapped phase [2–4] is surrounded by gapless commensurate [5] and gapped incommensurate
c© EDP Sciences
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Fig. 1 – Left: crystal structure of LiCuVO4. (In the on-line colour version, the VO4 tetrahedra are
highlighted in green, the CuO2 bands in light olive). Right: scheme of exchange paths between the
Cu2+ in the ab-plane (solid) and to a layer shifted by c/2 (dashed).

phases [6–9]. Nevertheless, large quantum effects are predicted even for frustrated ferromag-
netic nn and antiferromagnetic nnn interactions (FMnn-AFnnn). Bursill et al. [6] report that,
contrary to the classical helimagnet, the pitch angles of the FMnn-AFnnn quantum helimagnet
remain very close to π

2 for a wide range of frustration ratios J2/J1.
Most of the few known quasi-1D frustrated spin-12 materials are discussed in terms of anti-

ferromagnetic nearest-neighbour interaction [10–13]. The similarity of fits for the susceptibility
and high-field magnetization of models with largely different frustration ratios [11], as well
as striking discrepancies between proposed models and realistic exchange paths [10, 13–16],
mark the difficulties and ambiguities in the determination of exchange integrals for frustrated
systems.

Here we present a study on LiCuVO4, first associated with a frustrated chain by Gibson et
al. [17], on the basis of neutron diffraction and single-crystal susceptibility data. The present
measurements of the dispersion in off-symmetry directions, combined with high-temperature
susceptibility data and magnetization, allow a more reliable determination of the exchange
integrals than low-temperature susceptibility and ordering vector alone, or susceptibility and
high-field magnetization alone. The latter may give a good idea for a simple interaction
scheme, but are clearly insufficient to classify materials with frustrated interactions prop-
erly. The exchange integrals extracted from the present measurements are remarkably well
described by our theoretical calculations. This demonstrates that realistic microscopic models
developed via band structure calculations are capable of backing up the signs and even the
order of magnitude of the major exchange integrals in copper oxide materials.

LiCuVO4 crystallizes in the space group Imma [18], with edge-shared CuO2 chains run-
ning along b as illustrated in fig. 1. The magnetic structure is helical with propagation
vector (0 0.532 0) [17]. Earlier susceptibility and magnetization [19, 20], specific heat [21],
ESR [22–24], and NMR [25] studies have been interpreted in terms of various one- and two-
dimensional models, ranging from the anisotropic AF chain [23] to the square Ising lattice [21].
Our study combines inelastic neutron scattering, susceptibility, and high-field magnetization
data, as well as band structure calculations and exact diagonalization studies of multi-band
Hubbard and Heisenberg models. We achieve a consistent picture, which reveals LiCuVO4 as
the first clear example of a frustrated quasi-1D FMnn-AFnnn helimagnet strongly influenced
by quantum effects.
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Single crystals of LiCuVO4 were grown from solutions of LiCuVO4 in a LiVO3 or LiVO3-
LiCl melt [26]. The temperature-dependent susceptibility of LiCuVO4 was measured with
magnetic field B||a, c in a MPMS7 SQUID magnetometer, the high-field magnetization with
B||a, c at T = 1.7K in a 60T pulsed field at LNCMP, Toulouse.

The dispersion of the magnetic excitations was determined by inelastic neutron scattering
experiments on the thermal and cold 3-axis instruments IN20 and IN12 installed at ILL.
IN20 was set up with kf = 2.662 Å−1 and PG-filter in kf . On IN12 we used kf = 1.55 Å−1

or 1.3 Å−1, and a 77 K-Be filter in kf to suppress higher orders. A 60mm3 single crystal of
LiCuVO4 (the same as for the neutron diffraction measurement [17]) was aligned in the (hk0),
(0k�), or (0.05656� k �) plane and kept at base temperature of a helium cryostat (T = 2K,
IN20) or a dilution fridge (T = 50–150mK, IN12). All data were taken in the ordered
phase below TN = 2.1K, verified by the presence of a magnetic Bragg peak. For the low-
energy data, the tail of the incoherent elastic scattering was determined at the nearest b∗ zone
boundary, k = ±0.23. In order to extract the exchange integrals, the excitation energies and
the incommensurate ordering vector were fitted simultaneously to a classical Heisenberg spin
wave dispersion [27]. The lower boundary of the excitation spectrum of a spin-12 Heisenberg
system is well described by a classical spin-wave dispersion relation with renormalized AF
exchange integrals RJ . In the spin wave model, we considered exchange between nearest
and next-nearest neighbours along b, J1([01

20]) and J2([010]), in the ab-plane away from b,
J4([100]) and J5([11

20]), and out of the ab-plane, J3([120
1
2 ]) and J6([12

1
2

1
2 ]), cf. fig. 1.

To obtain further insight into the electronic structure of LiCuVO4, band structure calcula-
tions within the local density approximation (LDA) have been carried out using a full-potential
nonorthogonal local-orbital code [28] and the exchange correlation potentials of Perdew-
Wang [29]. Cu and V (3s, 3p, 4s, 4p, 3d) and O and Li (2s, 2p, 3d) states were chosen as the
basis set. All lower-lying states were treated as core states. The inclusion of Cu and V (3s, 3p)
states in the valence states was necessary to account for non-negligible core-core overlaps due
to the relatively large extension of the Cu and V (3s, 3p) wave functions. The Li (2p, 3d) and
O (3d) states were taken into account to get a more complete basis set. Brillouin zone inte-
grations were done using the tetrahedron method. Convergence with respect to the basis set
and the k-mesh was carefully checked. Applying exact diagonalization and the calculation of
response functions within the continued fraction technique, an extended Hubbard model has
been constructed which simulates the electronic ground-state configuration. The susceptibility
has been calculated by full diagonalization of a N = 16 frustrated J1-J2 Heisenberg ring.

Inelastic neutron scattering reveals a steep dispersion of the magnetic excitations in the
b∗ direction, and very little dispersion perpendicular to b∗ (fig. 2), confirming a pronounced
1D character. The zone boundary energies at k ≈ 0.23 and k ≈ 0.73 are clearly different,
and exclude the uniform chain model [23]. Energy scans close to the two 1D zone boundaries
are displayed in fig. 3. If only data taken in high-symmetry directions were considered, the
intrachain dispersion and the ordering wave vector would be compatible with both an anti-
ferromagnetic and a ferromagnetic nn interaction (but with different interchain interactions).
This ambiguity is lifted when taking into account the dispersion in off-symmetry directions,
displayed as well in figs. 2, 3. The full data set is only compatible with ferromagnetic nn
intrachain interaction J1, and antiferromagnetic nnn interaction J2. The solid and dashed
lines in fig. 2 indicate our spin-wave model with J4 = 0, and a model with only J1, J2, J4,
respectively. Including J4 does not improve the fit (cf. table I), while any model with J5 = 0
can be excluded. The renormalized exchange integrals RiJi obtained by the spin-wave fits
are assembled in table I. The renormalization factor Ri is known to be 1 for ferromagnetic
interactions or parallel spin alignment, hence RiJi = Ji for i = 1, 3, 5. R6J6 is rather insignif-
icant, thus only the renormalization of the AFnnn exchange J2 plays a role. The uniform AF
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Fig. 2 – Dispersion of the magnetic excitations of LiCuVO4. The lines represent spin-wave fits. Solid
(red in the on-line version): J1, J2, J3, J5, J6 varied, J4 = 0, cf. table I. Dashed (blue in the on-line
version): J1, J2, J4 varied, J3, J5, J6 = 0.

Fig. 3 – Energy scans of LiCuVO4 at different wave vectors. Left: scans close to the 1D zone
boundaries, T = 2 K, kf = 2.662 Å−1, monitor ∼ 2 min (IN20). Right: scans close to the 1D zone
center with corresponding zone boundary scans as background estimate, T ≈ 100 mK (IN12). Top:
kf = 1.55 Å−1, monitor ∼ 10 min. Bottom: kf = 1.3 Å−1, monitor ∼ 8 min.

spin- 12 Heisenberg chain has R = π
2 , and R has been found experimentally close to π

2 even
in the presence of quite sizable interchain interaction or frustration [30]. Here we determine
R2 by fitting J2 in the high-temperature series expansion (eq. 5a in [31]) to the susceptibility,
keeping all other Ji constant.

The saturation field is indicated by pronounced peaks in the magnetization derivative
dM/d(µ0H) at Ba

sat ≈ 49.7T and Bc
sat ≈ 41T, shown in fig. 4. Figure 4 also displays

the B||a susceptibility and inverse susceptibility together with the exact diagonalization of a
N = 16-ring and the high-temperature series expansion (eq. 5a in [31]). Our susceptibility
data are consistent with earlier results, but extend to much higher temperatures. J1 and
J2 of the 1D-ring calculation have been adapted to χ. Neglecting the frustrating interchain

Table I – Exchange interactions per bond extracted from the magnetic excitations and the suscepti-
bility, together with the extended TB parameters of the band structure and Hubbard model estimates
(U = 4.25 eV). Units are meV, the paths i are defined in fig. 1. Ji > 0 favors AF alignment.

Method i = 1 2 3 4 5 6

RiJi neutron scattering −1.6(2) 5.59(8) −0.014(10) 0.01(3) −0.40(8) 0.08(4)
RiJi neutron scattering −1.6(2) 5.60(8) −0.015(9) – −0.37(5) 0.08(4)
Ji high-T series fit to χ −1.6 3.87(2) −0.015 – −0.37 0.08
Ji N = 16-ring fit to χ −1.8 4.3 – – – –
Ji LDA/TB −3 6.1 0.11 0.79 0.06 0.02
ti LDA/TB −74 −83 11 29 8 −5
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Fig. 4 – Left: derivative of the magnetization of LiCuVO4 vs. field, B||a, c. The large peaks indicate
the saturation field. Middle: susceptibility χa. Right: inverse susceptibility 1/χa, in comparison with
the high-temperature series expansion and the N = 16-ring calculation, cf. table I.

interactions leads to slightly compromised values of J1 and J2. Nevertheless, the overall
agreement is remarkable. For the high-temperature series expansion, we used ga = 2.09, close
to the value determined by ESR, ga = 2.07 [23], and the exchange integrals from inelastic
neutron scattering (J4 = 0, table I), with R2 = 1.45, very close to π

2 . The same parameter
set predicts the saturation fields Ba

sat = 48.1T and Bc
sat = 43.5T (gc = 2.313 [23]). The

high-temperature series expansion describes the susceptibility very well above 170K; above
250K, the susceptibility approaches within 1% a Curie-Weiss law with kBθ =

∑
i Ji(�ri)/2.

The calculated band structure as well as the total and partial density of states (DOS)
are shown in fig. 5. Our calculations result in non-magnetic V5+ and magnetic Cu2+ sites in
agreement with an empirical argumentation based on the crystal structure. The valence band
has a width of about 7 eV typical for cuprates, and predominantly Cu 3d and O 2p character.
We find two well-isolated narrow bands at the Fermi level (fig. 5, left panel) corresponding
to the Cu 4a-sites. These antibonding bands show dominant Cu 3d - O 2p character. The
V and Li contributions are negligible. A more detailed orbital analysis reveals that only
the Cu 3dxy and the chain O 2px,y states contribute significantly. Therefore, the mapping
of our LDA results to an effective one-band tight-binding (TB) model, and the subsequent
construction of single-band Hubbard and extended Heisenberg models should reflect the low-
energy properties in good approximation. A corresponding TB model has been derived and
fitted to the LDA band structure of fig. 5 along the high-symmetry lines. The resulting
main transfer integrals ti (notation analogous to the exchange paths in fig. 1) are given in
table I. The related AF superexchange integrals JAF

i = 4t2i /U [32] show a pronounced
quasi-1D behaviour. Ferromagnetic contributions JFM

i play a role for the short-range terms,
only. In analogy to Li2CuO2 and CuGeO3 [33], we generated J1 and J2 from Coulomb matrix
elements using bare one-band Wannier functions and an additional exponential screening with
a screening length of 4 Å. The resulting effective exchange integrals Ji are given in table I.
Our microscopic model yields the correct sign and within a factor of 2 even the size of the
intrachain interactions, contrary to Dai et al. [34]. Within our microscopic model, J3, J4, J5,
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J6 are small compared to J1 and J2, in agreement with the experiment. The experimentally
observed ferromagnetic sign of J5 can be understood qualitatively from Hund’s rule coupling
at the O 2px,y orbitals (not taken into account in the calculation) overcompensating the weak
AF superexchange contribution.

The experimentally observed incommensurability translates into a pitch angle of 83.6 ±
0.6◦. Pitch angle and frustration ratio, α = J2/(J1+2J5−4J6) = −1.43, can be compared with
the classical and quantum 1D predictions. For the frustration ratio α as found in LiCuVO4,
the classical prediction yields arccos(−1/(4α)) = 79.9◦, a much smaller pitch angle than
the quantum 1D model [6], which predicts 88◦ for J2/J1 = −1.43. Obviously, the quantum
fluctuations in LiCuVO4 tend to keep the pitch angle closer to 90◦ than the classical prediction,
but are less developed than one would expect from the 1D theory. One might speculate that
interchain interactions suppress in part the quantum fluctuations. However, the even larger
interchain interactions in the 2D frustrated Cs2CuCl4 do not affect the quantum fluctuations
visibly: the quasi-1D AF exchange is renormalized by a similar factor R ≈ π

2 as in the
purely 1D AF chain [30]. Another potential influence are anisotropies: ESR detected a 6%
anisotropy [23]. While there are no calculations available for the FMnn-AFnnn case, for AFnn-
AFnnn interactions, the anisotropy needs to be very large to influence the pitch angle visibly,
and tends to drive it closer to 90◦ rather than towards the classical pitch angle [35]. Finally,
impurities would rather drive the system to a shorter ordering period than a longer one, hence
would tend to keep the pitch angle closer to 90◦ rather than driving it to smaller values. Hence,
the reason for the considerable deviation from Bursill’s prediction remains unclear.

To summarize, our results demonstrate that LiCuVO4 can be described coherently with
a frustrated FMnn-AFnnn chain model supplemented with a small ferromagnetic frustrating
interchain interaction. With the large antiferromagnetic nnn interaction J2 renormalized by
R = 1.45 in the classical spin wave dispersion, the exchange integrals determined by neutron
scattering consistently explain the susceptibility and the saturation magnetization. The large
renormalization factor demonstrates the dominance of quantum fluctuations, also expressed
by the tendency of the quantum helimagnet to keep the pitch angle closer to π

2 than expected
from the classical prediction.
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